Abstract-We present a novel non-linear precoding technique for the transmission of 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols in a 1-bit massive multi-user (MU) multipleinput-single-output (MISO) downlink system. We deploy low resolution digital-to-analog converters (DACs) at the transmitter for the sake of decreasing the high energy consumption related to the massive MISO system. To mitigate the multi-user interference (MUI) and the distortions due to the low resolution DACs, the minimum bit error ratio (MBER) precoder was introduced in previous work. However, this precoder technique is restricted to quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signaling. Our approach consists in upgrading this method to the transmission of 16 QAM symbols. Simulation results show that the performance in terms of uncoded BER is significantly improved for larger massive MISO gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the next generation of mobile communication energy efficiency is gaining more interest. We talk about green communication. One aspect of reducing the energy consumption of the mobile communication is the reduced energy consumption of the hardware mainly the power amplifiers at the transmitter side that are considered as the most power hungry devices at the transmitter side [1] , [2] . When the power amplifiers are run in the saturation region high energy efficient systems are achieved. However, the saturation region is combined with high distortions and strong nonlinearities that are introduced to the signals. To avoid the PA distortions when run in the saturation region we resort to PA input signals of constant envelope. Constant envelope signals have the property of constant magnitude. Thus, the amplitude distortions are omitted.
The use of 1-bit digital-to-analog converters (DACs) at the transmitter ensures on the one hand the property of constant envelope signals at the input of the PA. On the other hand the energy consumption of the DAC itself is minimized. Therefore, the energy efficiency goal is achieved twice: energy efficient PA due to the constant envelope signals and energy efficient DACs due to the low resolution.
The contribution in [3] is the first work that addressed the precoding task with low resolution quantization at the transmitter. The authors in [4] introduced another linear precoder that could slightly improve the system performance. The proposed precoder is designed based on an iterative algorithm since no closed form expression can be obtained. Theoretical analysis on the achievable rate in systems with 1-bit transmitters were introduced in [5] - [7] . The first nonlinear precoding technique in this topic was presented in [8] . The authors presented a symbol-wise precoding technique based on the so called minimum bit error ratio (MBER) criterion and made use of the box norm (ℓ ∞ ) to relax the 1-bit constraint. In [9] the authors present another symbol-wise precoder based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) and extended it to higher modulation scheme in [10] . In this work we introduce another technique to transmit 16 QAM symbols despite of the 1-bit transmitters based on the idea of superposition coding. This method is based on symbol-wise optimization unlike the method in [10] , where the optimization is performed blockwise. This leads to lower complexity and thus lower latency. In addition, the receive filter design does not require any knowledge about the noise statistics. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we present the system model. In Sections III and IV we review the MBER precoder that is restricted to QPSK signaling and introduce the extension to 16 QAM signals. A linear precoding technique from the literature is presented in Section V. In Sections VI and VII we show the simulation results and summarize this work.
Notation:
Bold letters indicate vectors and matrices, nonbold letters express scalars. The operators (.) * , (.) T and (.)
H stand for complex conjugation, the transposition and Hermitian transposition, respectively. The n × n identity (zeros) matrix is denoted by I n (0 n ). 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
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III. MAPPING
Unlike other linear precoding techniques, in this model no explicit precoder is designed, but rather the transmit signal vector x for a given input s depending on the channel H, while assuming full CSI. As mentioned before we upgrade the mapping method restricted to QPSK symbols to the transmission 16 QAM symbols. To this end we review shortly the minimum BER (MBER) precoding technique.
A. MBER Criterion
The mapping M introduced in [8] consists of 3 steps. First, an optimization problem is solved for all possible input combinations from the QPSK constellaton. Then, the solutions of this problem are stored in a LUT of size N ×4
M . The latter is updated in each coherence slot, i.e. for each channel. In a last step, the input vector s is mapped into the transmit vector x according to its index in the LUT. The optimization criterion is here the MBER. In order to minimize the BER we require that the receive signal is in the same quadrant as the desired signal and far from the decision thresholds. Further the transmit signal x is constrained to have entries from the QPSK constellation in order to ensure a linear behavior between x and x Q and thus avoid the loss of information due to the coarse quantization.
To keep the receive signal r in the same quadrant as the input signal s, we maximize ℜ{rs * } and minimize the phase |φ|, where ℜ{rs * } is the projection of the vector r on the desired vector s and φ is the angle between s and r with φ ∈]− π 4 , π 4 [. Hence, the optimization problem for single-user case reads as the following
Now, we reformulate the optimization problem for the MU case. The problem expressed in (1) is now applied for each user
To jointly maximize the M functions of (2), we write them in a diagonal matrix P given by
where we stack the receive and input signals of each user in r and s, respectively. Hence, we get the M cost functions as the diagonal entries of P. To jointly maximize them, we compute their product given by the determinant of P. This choice relies on the fact that the product is maximized, if all values have a considerable contribution.
In order to obtain a solution which coincides with the global maximum, the optimization problem should be convex. Here this is not the case, since the solution set of x = N n=1 x n e n ∈ O N 2 is non-convex (O 2 is formed by four points in the space). Therefore we relax our constraint to the set O ′N 2 given by |ℜ{x n }| ≤ , for n = 1, 2, . . . , N . The solution set of each entry in x is then a square and thus convex. The relaxed optimization problem is therefore given by
B. Solution of the Optimization Problem
To find a solution for the relaxed problem and fulfill the constraint, we resort to the gradient projection method. In each iteration i of the algorithm we compute the new value of x according to
then we project the obtained vector in the set O is the relaxed version of the set O 2 and is given by the box formed from the QPSK points.
C. Split of 16 QAM Symbol in two QPSK Symbols
Since the MBER precoding technique is restricted to QPSK symbols, we consider each 16 QAM symbol as the superposition of two QPSK symbols and apply the mapping approach for both QPSK symbols. The superposition is given by the following formula s = 2s 1 +s 2 .
For single user case and an input signal s, the symbols 1 determines in which quadrant our input is situated, and the second symbols 2 defines the deviation ofs 1 in the right direction. At the transmitter side, we split the input vector s in the vectors s 1 ands 2 as depicted in Fig.2 . Here we transmits 1 ands 2 , 
According to the index ofs 1 ands 2 in their respective LUTs, we obtain the vectorsx 1 ∈ C 2N 3 ×1 andx 2 ∈ C N 3 ×1 containing the solutions of the optimization problems for the inputss 1 ands 2 .x 1 andx 2 are then stacked in the vector x to be transmitted so that
The superposition is then performed in the air by multiplying with the channel matrix H.
IV. RECEIVE FILTER
In order to scale the expanded constellation obtained at the receiver, we include the receive filter
The scalar g m is used to fulfill that E[|ℜ{ŝ
which leads to
Unlike the contribution in [10] the receive filter design does not require any knowledge about the noise. To show the accuracy of (9), we plot in Fig. 3 the uncoded BER as function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a single-inputsingle-output (SISO) AWGN channel, whereŝ = g(s + η) and s ∈ O 4 . The SNR is defined as SNR = 10 log 10 (
). We compare the performance obtained with estimated g est according to (9) to the performance obtained with the optimal 
V. EXISTING PRECODER
In this section, we simulate the precoding scheme developed for the transmission of 16 QAM symbols, namely MBER with superposition in the air (MBER-sup). The results are compared to the linear precoder, named quantized Wiener filter (QWF) [3] , which accounts for the distortions of the quantizer based on the MMSE criterion. The precoder is given by
where
and ρ q = 1 − 2 π . In addition to the digital precoder P QWF , an analog precoder D, given by a diagonal matrix, is included after the quantization operation in order to assign each antenna with a convenient amount of power, and minimize the quantization distortions of the 1-bit DAC. Thus, unequal power allocation is performed in each coherence slot. 
A. Comparison of MBER-sup and QWF
We plot the uncoded BER as function of the transmit power E tx for a 1-bit MU-MISO system with N = 150 transmit antennas and M = 3 single-antenna users. Here we compare the precoder MBER-sup based on the superposition of two QPSK symbols in the air with the existing linear precoder QWF as shown in Fig.4 . It can be seen that the MBER-sup method outperforms the QWF precoder as well and reaches a BER of 10 −3 at E tx value of almost 5dB. The advantage of MBER-sup versus QWF consists in equal power allocation, i.e the signal processing part of the analog precoder is omitted and the available power is equally distributed among the transmit antennas, independently from the channel. Whereas, for QWF precoder, each antenna should be assigned with an appropriate amount of power. This is performed in each coherence slot.
B. Performance while changing M and N
The performance of the system can be improved by increasing the ratio N M , known as the massive MISO gain. In Fig.5 the simulation results for the system with MBER-sup precoder are illustrated, while N is kept constant to 150 transmit antennas and M is varying. As expected, the performance for M = 4 is the worst, since the ratio N M is the smallest in this case. 6 shows that increasing the number of transmit antennas does not improve the performance when using the QWF precoder. Whereas the performance can be increased significantly with MBER-sup. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Assuming full knowledge of CSI at the BS, we design a nonlinear precoder for 1-bit MU-MISO downlink system with 16 QAM signaling. Considering a system with single-antenna users, we deploy an approach based on the MBER precoding technique for a system transmitting QPSK symbols, where a sort of mapping of the input signal into the transmit signal is performed using a LUT. For our design called MBER-sup, we split the 16 QAM entries of the input vector into two QPSK symbols, deploy the same mapping technique for both QPSK symbols, then we obtain again the 16 QAM symbol through a superposition in the air. The latter is ensured by transmitting one QPSK symbol with two thirds of the available energy and the other symbol with the remaining other third of energy, where equal power allocation at the transmit antennas is performed. The so-called MBER-sup approach outperforms the existing linear precoder QWF based on the MMSE criterion. We also study the effect of the ratio N M on the performance of the system, and find that the bigger this ratio, also named as massive MISO gain, the lower is the BER and thus the better is the system performance.
